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INTRODUCTION
Dental implants are the foremost predictable to repair. Osseointegration is that the direct
treatment

modality for

rehabilitation

in structural and functional connection that

edentulous patients both partial and complete

exists between bone and surface of implant.

with highest success and survival rates among

It's considered as the major pre-requisite for

all

the

treatment

options

available.[1] loading of implant and is crucial for stability

Osseointegration in clinical dentistry depends

of implant.

[2]

It was Alberktsson et al in the

on the essential understanding of the healing year 1981, who listed six criteria for
of soft and hard tissues and also their capacity
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achieving complete osseointegration.
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The

parameters

included

implant

”stability quotient”, ”osseointegration”,

material, implant surface, implant design,

”osteotome techniques” were used.

host factors, implant surgical techniques

A search was performed with these

and

implant

loading

conditions.

[3]

keywords including the articles published

Achieving primary stability is taken into

till October 2021. After selection, the

account as the foremost important factors

articles which fulfilled the mentioned

in achieving successful osseointegration.

criteria

[4]

information

The factors to be considered to

were

processed
and

to

extract

summarized

reinforce the primary stability include the

relevant data.

density

Primary stability – the key factor:

of

bone,

surgical

protocol

with

followed and therefore the implant design

Primary stability of dental implants is

including the thread type and geometry.

nothing but the mechanical anchorage of

Primary stability is achieved by the

biocompatible implant because it is

mechanical friction that happens between

wedged in a very properly prepared host

the external surface of implant and

bed of living bone. Though primary

implant osteotomy wall. The insertion

stability generally is merely a mechanical

torque value is directly associated with

connection, in case of living bone

the density of bone and primary stability

because of surgical trauma, at the

of implant. [5]

periphery 1mm round the implant body is

Methodology:

predicted to be devitalized, resorbed and

The inclusion criteria for the choice of

remodeling occurs. This process will

articles included clinical studies which

loosen the bone- implant contact and thus

related primary and secondary stability to

the primary stability is going to be

that

decreased. However, as bone will form

of

osseodensification,

systemic

reviews and meta-analysis on clinical

around

studies on osseodensification and success

osseointegration occurs, the connection of

of osseodensification and also the studies

implant to the new bone that's formed are

including

going to be increased. Hence, the stability

the

surgical

procedure

the

body

reestablished

of

which

implant

is

cited

and

involved.

is

as

For identifying the relevant studies to be

secondary stability thereby enhancing

considered of the review, keywords like

osseointegration.[6] Implant stabilization

“dental implants”, ”osseodensification”,

reduces fibrous tissue formation around

”primary stabilty”, ”secondary stability”,

implant. Primary stability is that the
substantial factor for secondary stability.
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Primary stability depends on various

D4 bone consisted of fine trabecular bone

factors such as the surgical technique,

and almost no crestal cortical bone

quantity and quality of bone, design and

present within the posterior maxilla [9]

characteristics

Whereas,

Dental implants inserted in this region

secondary stability relies on primary

shows lowest success rates because of the

stability itself and the modelling and

low density of trabecular bone which has

remodeling of bone and surface treatment

only minor influence on stability of

of implants. [7]

implant.

Primary stability is achieved when there's

poor quality of bone, the insufficient bone

no micro movement of implant within the

negatively influences the bone implant

complete seated position. This position

contact and therefore the bone volume

interlocks the implant mechanically to

percentage

and

bone tissue until secondary stability is

achieving

adequate

achieved.

[4]

of

implant.

Various methods are present

[6]

If implants are placed in such

hence

difficulty

in

primary

and

secondary stability.[10]

to achieve primary stability. Presently

Therefore it becomes important to change

implant insertion torque and Resonance

the

frequency

experience and also the macro design of

analysis

(RFA)

are

the

drilling

techniques,

operator

foremost commonly used biomechanical

implant so as to boost the primary

parameters. Both of them vary in their

stability and hence osseointegration.

mechanism of action. Implant insertion

Techniques proposed to reinforce the

torque calculates the resistance that's

primary

encountered when implant is advanced

preparation of implant site and using

apically. Resonance frequency analysis

osteotomes so as to condense bone.

detects the natural vibration frequency of

Under drilling is that the process of

implant within bone which successively

preparation of implant bed with a

relies on the rigid connection of implant

diameter smaller than that of the implant

to bone and also the degree of micro

diameter which thereby improves the

movement. [8]

primary stability. However the primary

Increasing the primary stability:

stability achieved is insufficient. Bone

Misch in the year 1988 proposed four

expansion using osteotomes was an

bone density groups D1, D2, D3 and D4

alternate method which condensed the

independent of the regions of the jaws,

bone trabeculae thereby improving the

supported

peri implant bone density instead of

macroscopic

cortical

and

trabecular bone characteristics. In this,

stability

include

[8]

undersized

removing the bone by drilling.
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condensation of bone is alleged to boost

the site of preparation therefore increases

primary stability however considered

the primary stability[14]

insufficient. The osteotomes that are

Here, bone compaction method is by

employed in condensation procedure has

applying controlled deformation. It's due

a further disadvantage of causing great

to rolling and sliding contact along the

surgical trauma. [8]

inner surface of osteotomy preparation

Osseodensification:

with rotating side of densifying burs.[12]

Huwais in the year 2013 developed an

Huwais in the year 2015 from his in vitro

osseous

study stated that in osteotomy preparation

densification

technique

in

implant osteotomy preparation to extend

for osseodensification, the new burs

biomechanical stability, bone mineral

allowed

density and bone to implant contact. [12]

condensation of bone by autografting via

Osseodensification represents a unique

compaction. Thereby this increases the

method

bone density and biomechanical primary

utilizing

the

buildup

of

preservation

and

also

autogenous bone within the implant site

stability.[15] During this procedure, the

via the compaction of cancellous bone,

operator can control the densification of

which has good viscoelastic and plastic

bone easily and safely because the bur to

deformation

[13]

characteristics.

Conventionally,

techniques

reaction force. This force that's exerted is

undergone for implant site preparation are

often in proportion to the force applied by

subtractive

uses

the operator. Hence, this provide a haptic

increasing diameter drills successively

feedback so as to regulate the force based

that rotates in a clockwise direction with

on the density of bone that's encountered

irrigation so as to excavate the bone and

and it also provides strain rate controlled

to

organize

the

bone contact applies an opposite axial

techniques

the

technique.

implant

site.

[14]

plastic deformation which compacts the

a

recently

bone and expands osteotomy. [12]

non-subtractive

drilling

The DENSAH burs:

Osseodensification
introduced

which

During

is
this

technique,

The creation and introduction of Densah

specially designed drills are used that

burs was mainly the results of Huwais in

rotate in counter clockwise direction

creating instruments and procedures that

thereby compacting bone at the walls of

maintains a healthy bone during osteotomy

osteotomy

preparation.

preparation

and

hence

facilitates close engagement of implant to

He

mainly

focused

on

preserving the bone rather than removing it
which paved way to the new concept of
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osseodensification

of

tendency to expand the preparation site

Densah burs. These burs do their action both

smoothly compacting the bone meanwhile in

in

peripheral areas. The Densah burs have

clockwise

and
direction

introduction
and

counter

clockwise direction. In clockwise direction,

multiple flutes that lie within a tapered

it cuts bone precisely whereas in counter

geometrical design and produces faster feed

clockwise direction, the goal is densifying

rate

bone during a non- cutting action when in

additionally comparatively low. [4]

and

also

the

heat

elevation

is

the middle of copious irrigation. [4]
The

dual

action

facilitates

clinical

Discussion:

resourcefulness. This allows autografting of

Osseodensification involves condensation

bone along the peripheries and therefore the

instead of removal the bone and hence

apex of the preparation site by the operator

maintains the majority of bone that's present

and also proficiently expand the ridge and

which thereby increases the bone implant

hence also contributes to improved implant

contact. [4]

stability.[16] It’s also claimed that bone

Trisi et al in their in vivo evaluation in sheep

compaction is completed with controlled

analyzed the efficiency of osseodensification

deformation by viscoelastic mechanism and

technique on whether it improves bone

plastic mechanism when load is below the

density, ridge width and implant secondary

bone strength.

[6]

The in and out bouncing

stability. It had been demonstrated that

action is claimed to help create a rate

osseodensification was found to increase the

dependent stress which produces a rate

bone volume percentage around implants

dependent strain and hence this permits the

inserted in a low density bone when put next

saline which is pumping to softly pressurize

to the conventional techniques. [10]

the walls of bone. This contributes to the

Ibrahim et al conducted a clinical trial to

increase in bone plasticity and expansion. [10]

evaluate the effect of osseodensification

These burs progressively increase in their

technique on implant stability. The study

diameter through the procedure and help

was carried out in 10 patients and 20

preserve and condense bone at a speed of

implants were placed in posterior maxilla.

800-1500

Each patient received one implant using

rpm

in

counter

clockwise

direction. So as to remove bone, 800-1500

conventional technique and one using

rpm speed is required during a clockwise

osseodensification technique. The results

direction. They possess a cutting chisel edge

showed a huge improvement in both primary

and also a shank that's tapered. So, when

and secondary stability using Densah burs.

going deep within the bone, they have a

[16]
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Lahens

et

al

studied

of

osseodensification isn't recommended as this

osseodensification technique on primary

might cause bone necrosis and implant

stability in low density bone in sheep. The

failure.

results showed significantly higher bone

technique, the operator must remember that

implant

there's a particular limit to which bone is

contact

to

the

effect

osseodensification

techniques in comparison to regular drilling.

Before

proceeding

with

the

compressed or densified. [13]

[17]

Huwais and Meyer (2017) showed that

Conclusion:

osseodensification increased the insertion

Osseodensification is effective for various

and removal torques significantly compared

clinical situations when utilized in low-

to conventional drilling procedure and

density

extraction drilling procedure. No differences

osteotomy procedure which has shown to

in ISQ values were demonstrated among the

preserve bone volume through compaction

three

because of the viscoelasticity and plastic

groups

confirming

significantly,
safe

a

unique

implant

deformation properties of cancellous bone.

osseodensification. It had been concluded

The ability to get improved primary stability

that using osseodensification technique, by

is obtained with the utilization of Densah

preserving bone, the method of healing was

burs that rotate in counter clockwise

found to be accelerated and primary implant

direction

stability was found to be increased while

improving primary stability and enhancing

autograft bone was maintained along the

the success rate. However case selection and

surface of the osteotomy site. [12]

proper treatment planning are the key factors

osseodensification

use

It's

of

Using

the

thereby

bone.

technique

incorrectly may result in failure of implant

to

contributing

condense

to

the

bone

thereby

success

of

osseodensification.

that might otherwise not have occurred with
standard conventional technique. Selection
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conflict of interest

is vital because it isn't usually recommended
in D1 and D2 bone qualities in other words
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